In Career Services, we see our mission as helping students make the transition from the world of academia to an ever more sophisticated workforce with education and strategies that they can use throughout their professional careers.

– Cristina Martinez
Director, Career Services

Graduate Outcome Results
2010-2011

Schreiner graduates of 2010-2011 Success Statistics from Career Services Survey

28% entered graduate school programs.
70.1% are employed.
1.9% reported being unemployed.
Results are based on a 67% return rate on 2010-2011 Outcome Survey

Schreiner students are attending graduate/professional schools at:
- Texas Tech University
- Texas College of Osteopathic Medicine
- St. Mary’s University
- Texas A&M University
- University of the Incarnate Word, Felix School of Pharmacy
- University of North Texas
- University of Virginia
- University of Texas at San Antonio
- Baylor University
- Stephen F. Austin University
- University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio
- San Angelo State University
- American University, Antigua School of Medicine
- Schreiner University
- University of Texas

Schreiner graduates are working for:
- Quantum Components
- Sports Outlet
- Athletic Republic
- Hill Country MHMR
- Knipling-Bushland U.S. Livestock & Insects Research Laboratory
- Fletch Air Inc.
- HEB
- Sendero Helicopters
- Disney Cruise Line
- Lake Country Lanes
- Cecil Atkinson Motors
- Peterson Regional Medical Center
- Aerotek
- Hill Country Memorial Hospital
- Southwest Airlines
- Rainman.com
- The Arc of the Capital Area
- USA Federal Savings Bank
- Starkey Pest Control
- Briscoe Hall
- Schreiner University
- Hancock Fabric
- Lowe’s Houston
- USDA Laboratory
- La Puntada
- Nationwide Capital Funding
- Hastings Books
- Los Caballeros Ranch Resort
- Kerrville Physical Therapy
- Lemon Tree Cleaners
- Vention Medical Products
- Best Buy
- Midway Wrecker Service
- Hill Country Youth Ranch
- Wal-Mart
- Paddle Creek Properties
- Precision Resource Company
- Sam Cane
- Neff Rental Construction Equipment
- Southern Global Safety Services
- Accredo Packaging
- Keystone Apartments
- Western Business
- Creative Awards

Schreiner has provided teachers for:
- Sonora Elementary School
- San Antonio high schools
- Fredericksburg ISD
- Ingram Tom Moore Secondary School
- Medina High School
- Devine ISD
- Schreiner University

Schreiner University
2100 Memorial Blvd.
Kerrville, TX 78028-5697
Cristina Martinez
CIMartinez@schreiner.edu
830.792.7281

http://students.schreiner.edu/career
www.schreiner.edu
Steven Griffith is a 2011 Schreiner graduate who majored in biochemistry. He is now a graduate student on a research assistant fellowship at the University of Virginia, pursuing a doctorate in biochemistry and molecular genetics. “I hope eventually to achieve a research position with a pharmaceutical company,” Steven said. “Specifically, I’d like to work in drug development, focusing either on existing cancer treatments or on novel ways to inhibit cancer metastasis. “I’d like to work in drug development, focusing either on repairing existing cancer treatments or on novel ways to inhibit cancer metastasis. “I chose Schreiner for the small class size and close relationships with faculty,” he said. “I knew that by picking Schreiner, I was also selecting teachers who would be invested in me both inside and outside of the classroom. Schreiner is small enough that you’re able to connect with your faculty and large enough to provide you with a wide variety of things to do. With its current size, teachers are able to take a real interest in your education. Schreiner faculty members go above and beyond to make sure that each and every student is equipped to succeed. I think that Schreiner’s size is what makes that possible. “During my campus visit everybody was so friendly and smiling, plus the location in the Hill Country is amazing! There were so many outdoor activities available, and free rentals from campus rec. In the end, I guess you can say I picked Schreiner because, out of all the schools I toured and interviewed at, I really felt that Schreiner would best prepare me for the next stage in my life.”

When asked about his overall experience at Schreiner, he said, “At Schreiner I received a—pardon the cliché—‘well rounded’ education. I received classroom education, I received hands-on education, I had internship opportunities and national conference exposure. I was able to determine where I wanted to go after Schreiner and what I wanted to do. And that’s just academics! I went backpacking in the mountains of Montana with campus rec, organized service events for Student Senate, traveled to France with Campus Ministry, served as the Peer Minister for both Delaney and LA/Flato residence halls and I was put at ease by all of the people that make up the Schreiner community. At Schreiner, you are surrounded by so many opportunities and it didn’t take long for me to find my place within my major, with new groups of people, and with extracurricular activities such as Campus Ministry, Student Ambassadors, Student Activity Board and Delta Phi Epsilon sorority. I wouldn’t trade my experience at Schreiner University for the world.”

Katie Murphy graduated from Schreiner in May 2011 and within a couple of weeks was working for Hill Country Memorial Hospital Foundation in Fredericksburg as the administrative assistant. “When I started thinking about getting a job after graduation I went to Cristina Martinez in Career Services for help with my résumé,” said Katie, who majored in psychology. “She gave me tips in what employers were looking for and how to format my résumé. She also helped me sign up on a résumé sharing site for potential employers. Without that help, I wouldn’t have even known where to begin.”

Katie is from Round Rock, Texas, and said she chose Schreiner because it was a face in the crowd didn’t appeal to me, “she said. “The idea of going to a college where I would just be a number didn’t appeal to me,” she said. “I wanted to go to college in a place that felt like a community and I knew right away that Schreiner was that place.”

Even in a smaller school like Schreiner, Katie wasn’t quite comfortable about being at college at first. “When I first started school I was afraid of being on my own and having to make new friends. I didn’t know what to expect from teachers and classes or work study positions. But almost right from the get-go I was put at ease by all of the people that make up the Schreiner community. At Schreiner, you are surrounded by so many opportunities and it didn’t take long for me to find my place within my major, with new groups of people, and with extracurricular activities such as Campus Ministry, Student Ambassadors, Student Activity Board and Delta Phi Epsilon sorority. I wouldn’t trade my experience at Schreiner University for the world.”

For me, the best part about attending Schreiner was being surrounded by faculty and staff who were very passionate about students’ success,” she said. “I can’t tell you the number of times I was encouraged by a professor or my work-study boss and other Student Services staff members. Knowing that your professor actually cares about your success was invaluable.”

Schreiner emphasizes learning outside the classroom as well as inside, and Katie is grateful for those lessons, as well. “I don’t think you can attend college at a place like Schreiner University without learning some valuable life lessons,” she added. “In my four years there I certainly learned a little bit about independence and the responsibility that comes along with it. I learned about setting goals and working towards those goals with integrity and perseverance. Through my extracurricular activities, especially by participating in Greek Life, I learned valuable lessons about leadership, compassion, community and friendship.”

“Knowing that your professor actually cares about your success was invaluable.”

— Katie Murphy